Wednesday 14th January 1857.

My dear Sister Clary.

I have just come in from a short walk to look for the steamer, but to my annoyance was unable to see the slightest sign of her. I am sure "Lotta Asen" were lost out with half the anxiety from her watch that I have felt these last three days for this same runaway steamer.

While out, I saw certain pictures which would make good embellishments for Dr. Kane's big book, but I could not afford that would make capital illustrations for much. I shall come home with a cut of some humor—gum because I am not very amiable today—tweaking the statu, for instance, cuttings which might make the nearest Dionysian "war" with laugh, but I am here in my own territory with
my dear Miss Stuart Elliott. The looks pale other but her manner
some of shall bear her out with
is an occasion when this something
wealth moderates not. The more she love to bear busy twice next for my
shrewd. But now dear lady, may
let me thank you for your great
letter to little friends since she
seems before you truly that appreciate
more than the air nor let in, all your little
are quietly affection. Believe me
that I feel this kindness when very much
the addition to the great debt which
I already owe you which all? I fear
I shall never be able to repay.

As new about the great excellent squire,
I am not able advertise at your
except occupation in the Review of
you will only think I am very certain
that you are full convinced that I
shall not quarrel with any stranger
ominous, nor the we choose breast,

which is not likely to occur in the
case except in particular when you
are disposed to value too highly my
judgments. There is one thing however
that I will suggest typos that the
publisher are not responsible for the
lyrophotographic sense, hence that they
should be passed over nick or little nick
as possible. That passage 18,000
is of altering that you should notice it

mention the two last time. I conclude
this thing very carefully.

In spring time such, his native pride
A heavy cheer was heard wide
bellow as you will easily observe me
after "Wuld say when stated who live!
rat 67 near listen "dork" for "tuck".
Express faithfully all of Rome that
you may think. I know myself
well enough to assure you that my
nature is one that can tolerate (an
odd but appetite and) even tolerate
kindly in a foreign judgment of
Addressed Baltimore

My dear Missima,

You should have known before I am an "astonished" at your warm feeling for a moment that I am not understand you. So listen when I am honest, I shall say your valuation. The Author will be the last one to quarrel, show you blame what I have written. This I hope will relieve you of any feeling of embarrassment which you may feel.

Then I see the attitude. I am very curried that I shall feel much better intellectually than I did now. Then for our book will not I believe at least in these regards my uncle's have added their social influence to that which you seem have already exerted.

And now listen Sam. I keep your hand I leave you to follow the dictates of your heart them. By all means your doing anything. So

Write soon, dear.